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II.-DUPLICATION MECHANICS IN SAMOAN AND 
THEIR FUNCTIONAL VALUES. 

The tale of the last hundred words in my dictionary of Samoan 
speech in its present phase shows fifty-six words which are under 
the formal influence of duplication in one or other variety of this 
element of word modification. A similar reckoning based upon 
other centuries of words taken at random in the dictionary gives 
almost precisely the same result. We are therefore warranted in 
the statement that taken by and large more than half the Samoan 
words are duplicated, the percentages lying between 55 and 60; 
and it is not an extravagant estimate that the duplication forms 
represent 60 per cent of the speech. 

Where a principle is so distinctly made manifest as a factor in 
the use and formation of a speech of man it cannot be held to be 
below philological inquiry. The present paper, then, will be a 
study of the mechanism of the Samoan duplication and the func- 
tions which it exercises in the speech of the people. 

From the outside we shall obtain little assistance, for the 
grammar of isolating speech has almost wholly lacked sympathetic 
study. What slight aid we do get will be found to come from a 
dialect of our own English speech which has received little con- 
sideration, yet which is fairly entitled to moment with those whose 
language studies guide them back to an infancy of speech. 

In the Indo-European tongues of classical development we 
encounter and become superficially acquainted with a reduplica- 
tion which, qua duplication, has undergone a practically complete 
process of conventionalizing and now remains a convenient 
grammatical apparatus for the expression of certain declensional 
phenomena which first only in speech of inflection arise for 
expression. Such instances of reduplication, the mere ceremonial 
and almost inert survival out of a past closed to students of the 
Indo-European save by inference, cannot avail to shed for us a 
light upon the doubling up process which plays so large a part, 
which acts so vividly in the far more primitive isolating languages 
of the Polynesian stock. Such being the case it has seemed 
altogether advisable to relinquish the term reduplication to such 
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manifestation of the principle as has long been familiar in such 
forms as ai&8af and r7;tOt. For purposes of convenient identifi- 
cation of the various phases of this activity in the Samoan of my 
study I shall employ rather the word duplication and make a 

sparing use of such other derivatives thereof as may seem needed. 
Thus it will be made and kept clear that these researches into 

duplication phenomena are not intended as in any sort an attempt 
at explanation of the reduplication of inflected speech, except 
insofar as they make clear a basic formative principle whose 
conventionalized survival has been scantily preserved to us in the 
inflected classic tongues. 

Such aid toward the comprehension of the duplication phe- 
nomena of the speech of isolation as we are to find in our more 
familiar languages is to come from the almost unconsidered 
dialect of infancy and of affection, the baby talk of the nursery 
and its second appearance in a modified form in the dialect of 
the mating period or as the "little language" of silly tender 

things which Dean Swift did not hesitate to spatter upon his 

pages to Vanessa. The reason why the comparison of the baby 
talk with Polynesian duplication is a proper exercise rests upon a 

psychological consideration of the growth of the speech faculty in 
the individual and of the race, to whose average measure of 

speech attainment (no very high one, be it said, even in the 

highest race) the childhood of the individual is largely devoted 
to developing. 

I cannot better introduce this theme than by citing a case 

recently reported by our most distinguished American clinician, 
an authority on the brain deservedly in repute, Dr. William 
Hanna Thomson. 

"Disorders of speech, due to physical damage in the brain, 
show that words are there arranged somewhat like books on 

library shelves," says Dr. Thomson. Continuing the theme, it 

being understood that the article is a popular one addressed to 

lay comprehension, he says: "Other instances show that the 

booksjmay be so jammed sidewise, so to speak, that not one of 
them can be got out, in which case the event proves that on each 
shelf the verbs are placed first, the pronouns next, then the 

prepositions and adverbs, and the nouns last. A man was 

broughtito my clinic who could not utter a word. My diagnosis 
ascribed his disability to a tumorlike swelling in the speech area, 
which might be absorbed by giving him iodide of potassium. I 
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then had him removed so that he could not hear what was said, 
while I told the class that if he recovered he would very likely 
get his verbs first and his nouns last. When he returned two 
weeks afterward, on my showing him a knife he said 'You cut'; 
a pencil, 'You write', etc. Three weeks later he had all his 
prepositions, but he could name no noun for several weeks after- 
ward. The reasons are that verbs are our innermost and first 
learned words, because we know what we see, we hear, etc., 
before we know what it is we see or hear; while nouns represent 
things outside of us, to which we later give names. The nouns 
that we learn last, and therefore soonest forget, are the names of 
persons'; that is why elderly people are ever complaining that 
they cannot recall names." 

This is to be interpreted that the pathological lesion had 
reduced the patient to the condition of mankind before speech 
had been acquired. The exhibition of potassium iodide removed 
the check and enabled the reawakening specialized cell suscepti- 
bility of the third frontal convolution of the patient's brain to pass 
rapidly and in the measure of weeks through the long chain of 
linguistic achievement which it has taken the race many ages to 
acquire. Not the least interesting feature of this clinic is that the 
physician should have announced as a medical man the return of 
speech consciousness almost accurately in terms of the only dis- 
crete parts of isolating speech, the attributive, the demonstrative 
and the paradeictic. 

So with the baby talk. Embryologists have shown that in a 
short time the young of man speeds through all the successive 
stages which have marked the evolution of the species, and 
psychologists find in the awakening of the infant mind no more 
than an epitome of the long course of the development of the race 
mind. If that be so, then there is reason in the baby talk, a 
language dear to every crooning mother though ridiculous to all 
others, for as the infant emerges from the period of the animal 
cry its cell susceptibility in Broca's speech area must rest for an 
appreciable period at such a stage of receptivity and formative 
activity as corresponds to the period of isolating speech in the 
race. Then it is that the babbling mother employs the baby 
talk, no philologist at all but a sound linguist. Just listen to some 
of the words of this special vocabulary, they come readily enough 

I One recalls the sad simplicity of Emerson at the coffin of Longfellow: 
"He was a beautiful soul, but I cannot remember his name." 
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to mind, attend not so much their content as their form. In one 
group we have babby, mammy and daddy, babby shakes a day- 
day, goes a baibai, wears a daidai, pats the poor pussy,' sees the 
chuchu car, and when he rests after a day spent in storing up 
knowledge couched in such crude vocables the last words upon 
his slumbering ear may be night-night. 

After all these ages of intellectual advance baby talk character- 
istically remains duplicated. The duplicated word forms in 
Samoan are by count 60 per cent. The accord will be found not 
altogether fortuitous. 

We can make no better beginning of the study of duplication 
than by an examination of its mechanics. This is nothing more 
than the mathematics of combinations which are found to be 

applicable. Thus, when our primitive stem is a monosyllable 

1 It is a fancy of my own that poor pussy is a duplication form, and until sober 
study has passed upon the mechanism of the speech of infancy such classifica- 
tion may await determination. To single out the cat alone of our domestic 
familiars for the epithet poor can scarcely claim a just foundation, the beauti- 
ful and consistent selfishness of the cat hardly calls for compassion. " Poor 

pussy" has passed over into the Polynesian with only such modification as is 
due to the Pacific paucity of consonants. It is found as popdki in Hawaiian 
meaning "cat", clearly an introduced word. The resemblance in sound, 
always remembering that the sibilant is so impossible to the Hawaiian that it 
is doubtful if even geese could hiss in the empire of the Kamehamehas, is a 
complete one. Lorrin Andrews (Hawaiian Dictionary s. v.) notes that "popoki 
applies to that which is short and thick; and a cat is so called from its plump, 
short, thick head." I prefer my understanding of the word, the more as the 
Andrews etymology lacks support. In an indubitably duplicated form puss- 
puss appears once more in the Pacific area, far to the west in that interesting 
jargon the biche-la-mar of Melanesia which still lacks detailed record. In 
Duffield's New Ireland vocabulary (Proceedings of the Royal Society of 
Queensland I 115) pus-puss is defined as "a cat, a white shell, a delicate 
word." The latter is an interesting extension of the catty sense. In Stephan 
and Graebner's " Neu-Mecklenburg" (the same island) it is cited in the phrase 
"bimeby she puss-puss plenty" as covering every outward exhibition of 
affection, static and kinetic. Such, too, is my recollection of the word from 
an earlier date in the same wild archipelago. The student of ethics will find 
herein a striking disclosure of the jejunity of the intellectual or spiritual 
development of these savages when their first need of a term for the affections, 
possibly their first discovery of the existence of such emotions, is awakened 

by seeing a rude sailor petting a cat, aliens both. Far in advance of the night 
of New Ireland as is the Polynesia of my study it cannot be said that it has 
made any great progress in identifying, or, at least, differentiating the emo- 
tions so long as alofa passes current for love, pity, grief and sympathy 
indifferently. 
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there can be but one duplication possible, a simple repetition. 
The duplication of any dissyllabic stem affords four possibilities, 
the repetition of the two syllables, the repetition of the former 
syllable followed by the latter unmodified, the repetition of the 
latter preceded by the former, the repetition of each syllable. In 
like manner the possibilities in the case of a trisyllabic stem are 
ten, and theoretically the possibilities increase enormously as we 
consider stems increasing steadily by one unit. But as we find 
that of the four possibilities of the scheme the Samoan dissyllable 
duplicates in but three, of the ten trisyllable possibilities the 
language employs no more than five, we need not go beyond the 
trisyllable in the diagram. In this plan the first stem syllable is 
designated by B, the second by C, the third by D; and the forms 
which have been neglected in Samoan use are set within 
parentheses. 

Dupli- Predupli- Subdupli- Indupli- Condupli- 
cation. cation. cation. cation. cation. 

Monosyllable BB 
B 

Dissyllable BCBC BBC BCC (BBCC) 
BC 

BCBCD (BBCCDD) 
Trisyllable (BCDBCD) BBCD BCDD BCCD (BBCCD) 

BCD (BBCDD) 
BCDCD (BCCDD) 

Now, as to the names of these several phases of functional 
repetition, no objection can be raised against that of duplication 
which has been assigned to the first column. It describes exactly 
the process which the primitive stem has undergone, and it avoids 
all chance of leading one to associate this process with the conno- 
tation which prescription has accumulated in the term reduplica- 
tion as used far later in the grammar of inflection. As regards 
the other terms we are to see that they are to serve but an evan- 
escent purpose, for I shall show that all reduce to the first 
column, but as the iteration phases to which they are applied are 
frequent in occurrence and are really permanently established in 
the speech the terms serve an end of convenience. They are 
surely not amiss, for they fittingly describe a repetition which 
exhibits itself initially, terminally, internally or by conibination of 
two members as the case may be. 

In presenting this scheme of iteration phases we have advanced 
from the simpler in the direction of the more complex. But in 
examining the application to the living tongue we shall find an 
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advantage in beginning with the more involved forms in order that 
we may see how they indicate their reducibility to the next lower 

group of forms, the duplicated trisyllable to the dissyllable, the 

duplicated dissyllable to the monosyllable. Thus in this inquiry 
covering a special group of word forms we are led promptly back 
to yet another establishment of the fact that the Samoan, and 

equally the whole Polynesian tree of which it is a central trunk, 
is a monosyllabic speech. We may not avoid the fact that in 

making their classifications it is imperfect information upon which 
the systematists have acted in assigning the Polynesian to the 

agglutinative type of languages. Indeed it is a peculiarly vivid 

example of a speech of the monosyllabic type, but for the reason 
that its vocables exhibit 60 per cent of iteration forms, a remark- 
able degree, it is preferable to use the alternative term and refer to 
it as an isolating speech. 

As a single example of this reducibility the random choice falls 

upon tafilifiti " to keep on writhing about" which is seen to be of 
the phase BCDCD, a terminal conduplication of the trisyllable 
stem tdfili "to be restive"; which in turn is found to be com- 

posed of Id, denoting repeated quick action, and fjti " to snap or 

spring ". Thus readily does our conduplicated trisyllable resolve 

itself, so far as relates to its iterated element, into a case of the 

simplest repetition phase of the dissyllable, namely, the duplication 
formn. 

So, too, with the duplicated dissyllable, there is abundance of 
illustration of its reducibility to monosyllabic elements. We will 
examine vaevae, it signifies " to cut clean off", it is of the iteration 

phase BCBC; no different sense inheres in the alternative form 
vavae of the phase BBC, and this is quite as freely used. Their 

primitive vae is found in the sense " to cut ". The BBC form, 
however, points the way clearly to the existence in the stem vae 
of two monosyllabic root elements. The va root, whose dynamic 
position in the vae stem is emphasized by the insistence of repeti- 
tion in vavae, has been somewhat closely inquired into in a former 

paper.' 
We shall now remark upon the comparative frequency with 

which the several phases of repetition are found in Samoan speech. 
That simple iteration of the stem as a whole to which the term 

duplication is fitly applicable is shown to appear in monosyllabic 

1" Root Reducibility in Polynesian ", American Journal of Philology 
XXVII 387. 
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is a monosyllabic speech. We may not avoid the fact that in 
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agglutinative type of languages. Indeed it is a peculiarly vivid 
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that its vocables exhibit 60 per cent of iteration forms, a remark- 
able degree, it is preferable to use the alternative term and refer to 
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upon tafilifiti " to keep on writhing about" which is seen to be of 
the phase BCDCD, a terminal conduplication of the trisyllable 
stem tdfili "to be restive"; which in turn is found to be com- 

posed of Id, denoting repeated quick action, and fjti " to snap or 

spring ". Thus readily does our conduplicated trisyllable resolve 

itself, so far as relates to its iterated element, into a case of the 

simplest repetition phase of the dissyllable, namely, the duplication 
formn. 

So, too, with the duplicated dissyllable, there is abundance of 
illustration of its reducibility to monosyllabic elements. We will 
examine vaevae, it signifies " to cut clean off", it is of the iteration 

phase BCBC; no different sense inheres in the alternative form 
vavae of the phase BBC, and this is quite as freely used. Their 

primitive vae is found in the sense " to cut ". The BBC form, 
however, points the way clearly to the existence in the stem vae 
of two monosyllabic root elements. The va root, whose dynamic 
position in the vae stem is emphasized by the insistence of repeti- 
tion in vavae, has been somewhat closely inquired into in a former 

paper.' 
We shall now remark upon the comparative frequency with 

which the several phases of repetition are found in Samoan speech. 
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1" Root Reducibility in Polynesian ", American Journal of Philology 
XXVII 387. 
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and dissyllabic stems, to fail utterly in the case of stems of three 
or more syllables. While we must regard the dissyllabic stems 
as the composition of two monosyllabic roots the composition is 
of such long duration as largely to have passed out of popular 
knowledge and the duplication of such stems is both simple and 
frequent. On the other hand the composition of a dissyllabic 
stem with either a monosyllable or another dissyllable is a facility 
of word formation so freshly acquired and the fact of composition 
remains so plainly in mind that the trisyllabic or polysyllabic 
stem may not be duplicated as a unit by mere iteration. If for 
purposes which begin to show the expectation of inflection, or if 
for emphasis repetition be desirable, one or other of the compo- 
nent stems is selected for the application of this increment of the 
word. In the Samoan syntax the principal concept is first pre- 
sented, the modifiers follow. Such emphasis as iteration may 
indicate will naturally apply to the principal concept. As the 
priority of the principal concept is shown in a great majority of 
Samoan composite forms, we therefore find in the polysyllables 
which exhibit repetition phenomena a large preponderance of the 
preduplication forms BBC and BBCD. By legitimate extension 
the conduplication form BCBCD is seen to rest upon the same 
base. The induplication form BCCD is ambiguous; in so far as 
it represents a composite of the monosyllable root B and the stem 
CD it falls within this category. These are the prevailing repeti- 
tion phases. Yet as there are idioms in Samoan syntax which 
seemingly invert the normal order and present what our estimate 
would consider the attributive modifier in advance of its principal 
concept, so in iteration we find phases which have developed from 
this inversion. To this we owe the subduplication forms BCC 
and BCDD, the conduplication form BCDCD, and so much of 
the induplication form BCCD as may represent a composite of 
BC with D. This second group is far in the minority. The final 
column in the table is but a graphic representation of the fact that 
iteration emphasis is applicable to no more than one component 
of a Samoan stem. 

Having thus briefly scanned the form in which functional itera- 
tion makes itself felt upon the Samoan word we shall next 
examine, and with more particular closeness, the syntactical func- 
tions which have developed from such use of this elemental 
mechanism of differentiating sounds of a word for the expression 
of variations of signification. A note should be entered that 
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repetition phenomena are almost without exception confined to 
the attributive; a few cases occurring in the demonstratives, I 
recall iinei and iila as types, I reserve for later inspection; in the 

paradeictics I do not now note a single case. For convenience I 
shall have to use the grammatical names of noun and verb be- 
cause of their familiarity to our ears, but it must be borne sedulously 
in mind that there are no such things as noun and verb in the 
Samoan as parts of speech. The attributive is noun and verb, 
adjective and adverb, in itself; it is a very ameba in adjusting itself 
to varying external conditions of the thought which call upon its 

vitality to function now as the name of a thing and now as the 
name or description of an action when used in a principal sense, 
or as adjective or adverb in the secondary sense according as it is 
linked with thing-name or action-name. We are dealing in our 
Samoan with a plane of speech growth in which the need is just 
beginning to make itself felt of establishing a permanent differen- 
tiation between the thing-name function of the formless attributive 
and the action-name. To effect this differentiation and yet to 
retain for each the elemental signification which runs into each 
from the attributive stem a change of form is a primal suggestion 
of a working means. The simplest change of form and that which 
least obscures the elemental stem significance is to repeat the stem 
for the specialized form. Just what will result from the special- 
izing iteration, whether the duplication form is noun and the 

primitive functions as verb, or whether the converse proves the 

case, must depend in each individual instance upon the extent to 
which and the direction in which the initial sense has clotted in 
the primitive stem up to the time at which it is seized upon by the 
modern fashion of duplication. 

We shall first inspect the forms to which I have assigned the 

special name of duplication, beginning with the duplication of the 

monosyllable, the phase BB. 

I) It establishes a word in cases where the simple stem is not 
in independent use. By the expression to establish a word I refer 
to the sense of the preceding paragraph. It does not in itself 
create noun or verb but, as has just been explained, takes cogni- 
zance of a pre-existing tendency toward the formation of a noun 
or verb nucleus in the diffuse attributive and presents a means for 
the permanent representation of that tendency. Such a case we 

may find in 'u'u, "to urge on". The primitive 'u is not found 

independently in the Samoan of the present, but it is found by 
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ready inference in the causative compound fa'a'u and in the 
form 'umia which serves as the objective aspect of 'u'u. In 

general it may be noted that the objective aspect (which, among 
other duties, plays somewhat the part of what we understand by 
the passive voice) of duplicated verbs is formed from the primitive 
stem. This is easy of comprehension: the addition of the forma- 
tive elements which make the objective aspect, demonstrative 
alone or paradeictic coupling demonstrative as the case may be, 
is sufficient to establish the word as used in a verb sense and 
therefore it is not necessary to employ the duplication method as 
is done in cases where this addition may not be employed. The 
cases in which the objective aspect does employ duplication we 

may look upon, then, as a levelling process of conformity to a 

growing system. Since such a process has played havoc with our 
historic conjugations in English we may not deny it to the Samoan. 

2) It establishes a word in cases where the simple stem is also 
retained in use. These two classes differ, not in themselves, but 

solely in the extraneous accident of the retention of the primitive. 
Together they account for by far the majority of the examples of 
this BB phase. The following are specimens, no difference in 

signification being appreciable as between the primitive and the 
derivative duplication: 

mu, to burn mumu 
nd, to hide ndnd 
no, to borrow nono 

sa, holy sdsd 
se, to wander sese 

Just what value the Samoan finds in this duplication without 
alteration of the sense it would be hard to appreciate without 

knowledge of the fact that these simple monosyllables are em- 

ployed with no apparent variety of sound to express many 
different things. Thus in the example last preceding we find se, 
"to wander", in the duplication form sese meaning not a particle 
more. But a reference to the dictionary will show that by this 

expedient se " to wander" is established in a positive distinction 
from no less than six other senses of si: " not ", a masculine term 
of address, "friend ", "grasshopper ", "afraid", "incorrect", and 
an indefinite relative equivalent in general to "one who". 

3) This duplication sometimes distinguishes an intensive, as: 

'i, to cry, as a bird ''i, to utter a prolonged scream 
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4) Rarely does it mark a plural, as: 

pj, to splash, as a fish in a trap pbpz 
fd, hoarse fafa 

5) Still more rarely does it diminish the degree of the stem 
sense, as: 

po, to slap pioo, to pat gently 

Passing now to the duplication phase BCBC of the dissyllabic 
stem we find the following groups of uses. 

6) It establishes a vocable in a verb usage as different in its 
relations from the underlying substantive sense found in the 
primitive stem. 

lega, turmeric; the yolk of egg legalega, to be yellowish 
li'o, a circle li'oli'o, to surround 

foe, a paddle foefoe, to paddle vigorously 
muli, the end mulimuli, to follow 

7) It gives to the sense of the primitive a frequentative conno- 
tation, the most common use of this duplication. 

4) Rarely does it mark a plural, as: 
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li'o, a circle li'oli'o, to surround 

foe, a paddle foefoe, to paddle vigorously 
muli, the end mulimuli, to follow 

7) It gives to the sense of the primitive a frequentative conno- 
tation, the most common use of this duplication. 

dlo, to fan 
'a'ami ('amia), to fetch 
'emo, to wink 

fana, to shoot 
fuli, to pluck 

dlo, to fan 
'a'ami ('amia), to fetch 
'emo, to wink 

fana, to shoot 
fuli, to pluck 

dloalo, to fan continuously 
'ami'ami, to fetch one after another 
'emo'emo, to wink repeatedly 

fanafana, to go out shooting 
ffuiuti, to pluck repeatedly 

dloalo, to fan continuously 
'ami'ami, to fetch one after another 
'emo'emo, to wink repeatedly 

fanafana, to go out shooting 
ffuiuti, to pluck repeatedly 

8) It gives to the sense of the primitive a diminutive connota- 
tion, a use nearly as frequent as the foregoing. 
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tion, a use nearly as frequent as the foregoing. 

agi, to blow 
'ona, bitter 

moe, to sleep 
lamu, to chew 
ua, rain 

agi, to blow 
'ona, bitter 

moe, to sleep 
lamu, to chew 
ua, rain 

agiagi, to breathe as a zephyr 
'ona'ona, tart 
moemoe, to doze 
lamulamu, to nibble 
uaua, a sun shower 

agiagi, to breathe as a zephyr 
'ona'ona, tart 
moemoe, to doze 
lamulamu, to nibble 
uaua, a sun shower 

9) It gives to the sense of the primitive an intensive connota- 

tion, a use by no means infrequent. 
9) It gives to the sense of the primitive an intensive connota- 

tion, a use by no means infrequent. 

asu, smoke 

gese, slow 

goto, to sink 
esi, to drive away 
'ini, to pinch with the nails 

asu, smoke 

gese, slow 

goto, to sink 
esi, to drive away 
'ini, to pinch with the nails 

asuasu, haze 

gesegese, very slow indeed 
gotogoto, to go down like a stone 
esiesi, to chase off vociferously 
'ini'ini, to pinch sharply 

asuasu, haze 

gesegese, very slow indeed 
gotogoto, to go down like a stone 
esiesi, to chase off vociferously 
'ini'ini, to pinch sharply 
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IO) In a very few instances this duplication is used to express 
the plural of the primitive. 

fiti, to fillip fitfit 
gdu, to break gdugau 

ii) An apparent anomaly is the case of itiiti "small" which 
seems to represent the singular, whereas the primitive is plural: 

'o le mea itiiti, the little thing: 'o mea iti, little things. 

The probable explanation is that iti, the plural, is not indeed 
the primitive iti, but a form reduced by crasis from iiti, which 
would be such a normally formed plural preduplication as fufuti 
from futi or 'e'emo from 'emo (cf. 12). Then itiiti would rest as 
a sort of intensive or differentiating form (cf. 9). Upon my 
working hypothesis of root reducibility we may see in iti the 
seed i which contains the germ idea of smallness. This becomes 
still more clear when we find the same vocal seed with other con- 
sonantal coefficients in lili'i and nini'i, each of which signifies 
small, and each of which, as well as iti, has a wide extension into 
other languages of the Polynesian stock. 

We now pass to the phase of preduplication, taking up for 
consideration first the preduplication of the dissyllabic stem of 
the type BBC, for in the nature of things preduplication is an 
impossibility to the monosyllabic stem. 

12) It forms a plural of verbs: 

'ai, to eat 'a'ai 
'au, to send 'a'au 
tapi, to wipe ataapi 
tusi, to write lutusi 
vele, to weed vevele 

13) It forms an intensive of verbs, by extension of the idea of 
repeated to continuous action: 

'ati, to bite 'a'ati, to eat in, to corrode 
'olo, to coo 'o'olo, to speak indistinctly 
'ona, bitter 'o'ona, sour 
lau, to speak lalau, to make a speech 
sae, to tear sasae, to rend 

IO) In a very few instances this duplication is used to express 
the plural of the primitive. 
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impossibility to the monosyllabic stem. 

12) It forms a plural of verbs: 
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14) It establishes verb functions from a primitive which has 
now ceased to exist independently: 

'a'ala, to smart (fe'alasi) 
'a'ami, to fetch ('amia) 
'i'ile, to foretell ('itea) 

fafaga, to feed (fagaina) 
gagana, to speak (feganavai) 

I5) It establishes a verb as different in its relations from the 
underlying substantive sense found in the primitive stem. This 
is designedly a statement of superficial conditions as they appear 
in the vocabulary. There can be no manner of doubt that digging 
for origins beneath the surface will establish a condition requiring 
diametrically opposite statement. Thus, pe'a means "bat" and 
is in form a primitive; pepe'a, a preduplication form, signifies 
"to have a rank odor". Superficially the verb derives from the 
noun. Yet it is not without warrant in closer analysis to infer a 
primitive pe'a "to have a bad smell". In Polynesian zoology 
the bat is almost the sole animal which possesses a marked 
degree of fetor. The first step, then, will be to employ the prim- 
itive pe'a of the animal, at first purely as a descriptive, later 
sliding into dominant position as a thing-name, " the bad-smeller ". 
As there are unfortunately millions of bats by night, and fortu- 
nately in the hearty draft of the southeast trades bad smells are 
rare the noun sense overwhelmed the need of the verb sense. 
Then, when it was necessary to express the original signification 
"to have a bad smell", the primitive verb was subjected to itera- 
tion and came into use as pepe'a. The other examples are 
susceptible of the same explanation. 

'apu, a cup 'a'apu, to be bellied out, as a sail by the wind 
'asi, a shell 'a'asi, to scrape bast with the 'asi 
'ofe, a flute 'o'ofe, to have a sweet voice 

We now pass to the preduplication of the trisyllabic stem, the 
phase BBCD. It is far less frequent for the reason that in the 
prevalent dissyllabism the words of three syllables are not many. 
This phase of preduplication occurs in words where a mono- 
syllabic stem as the principal and precedent component is modified 
by a dissyllabic stem; the principal stem undergoes duplication 
in the phase BB. 
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i6) It may form a diminutive: 

fzlimu, quiet ffzlemu,, somewhat quiet 
fimadie, gentle ffimadlie, somewhat gentle 

I7) Or it may serve to express a plural: 

funa'i, to hide away fufuna'i 

Subduplication is a phase which has met with little favor from 
the Samoans. As applied to the dissyllable, the BCC phase, it is 
of infrequent occurrence. 

18) It expresses a plural of the primitive: 

aft, to do up in a leaf wrapper afZfi 
gape, to be broken gapepe 
pd'z, to fall pa'uu 
mdal, hard mdlolo 

I9) It effects a duplication with little apparent difference in 
sense or use: 

falo, to stretch out falolt 
ga'o, industrious ga'o'o 

As manifested among the stems of three syllables subduplica- 
tion in the phase BCDD affects words having a dissyllable for the 
leading component followed by a monosyllable, the latter under- 
going BB duplication. It is infrequent and seems restricted to 
the same senses as BCC. 

20) 'alosd, to avoid 'alosdsd, intensive1 
gafald, to marry gafataid, plural 
masaft, to be very low water masatoto, intensive 

Induplication (BCCD phase) arises when the leading compo- 
nent is a monosyllable, the latter a dissyllable, the latter compo- 
nent being preduplicated in the BBC phase. It is restricted to 
the formation of plurals. 

21) 'apele, to be full 'apepele 
fagota, to fish fagogota 
galue, to work galulue 
malie, to be satisfied with drink mdlilie 
tafao, to take a walk tafafao 

The conduplication of the trisyllable in the BCBCD phase 
arises when the principal and leading component is a dissyllable. 

'Also forms (BCBCD phase) 'alo'alosd, intensive. 
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22) It forms an intensive: 

'aui, to wind round 'au 'aui, to wind round and round 
'avau, to speak loud 'ava'avau, to bawl 
uea, to be giddy ueuea, to be dizzy 
finau, to argue finafinau, to be disputatious 
punou, to bow the head punopunou, to be intent upon one's 

work 
23) Or a frequentative: 

'anai, to rub with 'ana coral 'ana 'anai, to rub repeatedly 

24) Rarely a plural: 
maua, to get maumaua 

25) And it takes the place of a primitive in verbs formed from 
nouns: 

pou, a post (poui) poupoui, to put posts in a house 

'afa, sennit ('afai) 'afa 'afai, to serve with sennit. 

Where a monosyllabic component is followed by a dissyllable, 
and the latter undergoes duplication of the BCBC phase we have 
conduplication of the BCDCD phase. 

26) It makes an intensive: 

gafoa, to be notched gafoafoa, to be serrated 
galulu, to shake galulululu, to shake violently 
maligi, to shed tears maligiligi, to weep copiously 

27) At least as often it expresses a diminutive: 

galepu, to be stirred up galepulepu, to be somewhat roiled 
gasolo, swift gasolosolo, somewhat swift 

malepe, to be broken to pieces malepelepe, to be rickety 

28) Sometimes it bears an inchoative value: 

fana 'e, to rise, of the tide fdna 'ena 'e, to begin to rise 

29) Or a plural: 
ta 'afi, a shred of siapo la a'afi'a rags of siapo 

30) And at times without apparent change of primitive 
meaning: 

afua, to begin afuafua 
pdlasi, to drop down palasilasi 

Up to this point we have considered the mechanism of iteration 
forms and have presented examples of the different significations 
which we have been able to see as pertaining to duplication in its 
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several phases. Now we shall enter upon a consideration of the 
various alterations in sense which iteration is employed to 
indicate, and before proceeding to the particular discussion it 
will be found convenient to have a table of the information already 
brought under study but for the present purpose rearranged by 
signification and by the phases which occur in each signification. 

Formative BB BCBC BBC BCC BCBCD BCDCD 
Plural BB BCBC BBC BCC BBCD BCDD BCCD BCBCD BCDCD 
Intensive BB BCBC BBC BCDD BCBCD BCDCD 
Frequentative BCBC BCBCD 
Diminutive BB BCBC BBCD BCDCD 
Inchoative BCDCD 

Inspection shows at a glance that plurality is expressible by 
each of the five iteration phases as already established; and 
furthermore that the simplest iteration phase, that to which I 
have assigned the name duplication, is sufficiently catholic to 
include all the recognized distinctions of sense variety as found 
in the preceding considerations. The fact that duplication does 
not reach down to the inchoative sense need not vitiate this con- 
clusion, for in the present state of my notes that usage rests 
solely upon the example cited in 29 preceding. 

Formative iteration.-(Refer to I, 2, 6, 14, 15, I9, 20, 25, 30.) 
It is somewhat of a misnomer to call this phase of iteration 
formative. The word is formed in the primitive, the word is 
formed even earlier than that, in the seeds out of which root and 
stem have alike sprung. Yet it is formative in the sense that out 
of the danger of confusion with other similar stems it establishes 
the form of the word which shall be accepted as set apart for a 
given group of significations. Earlier in the course of these 
studies into the methods of this primordial speech I had occa- 
sion to discuss at length1 determinant compounds. These are 
words formed by the composition of two stems each of which 
has several significations among which is one common to both. 
The resultant compound determines the sense of the word at 
that common signification. This formative iteration is a special, 
perhaps not quite so obvious, instance or variety of the determi- 
nant compound. 

I have already (2) adduced as an example of the formative use 
of the BB type ndna " to hide ". The root na appears in five 
uses; a pronoun of the third singular, a sign of past action, an 

1" Principles of Samoan Word Composition", Journal of the Polynesian 
Society XIV 40. 
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enclitic demonstrative, "to soothe to quiet", and "to hide". 
Now if we wish to make it plain to all comprehension that by the 
na we mean to express the idea of concealing we unconsciously 
set the significations of na in double column side by side and 
slide the one set up and down beside the other until na " to hide " 
comes upon the same line as na "to hide " and then at once the 
sense of nancd fixes at "to hide" and we have obtained a word 
established beyond confusion with the other na words, for na "to 
hide" will not make recognizable word-sense when composed 
with na of any other signification. 

Plural iteration.-(Refer to 4, Io, 12, I7, i8, 20, 2I, 24, 29.) 
Iteration is the simplest, because practically pictorial, means of 
expressing to the sense that which is more than one. We have 
by no means passed beyond it in our higher culture. As I write 
these words I find myself pausing to count the strokes of the 
clock marking the hour passed and chimed away. The teachers 
in our schools are alert to prevent their charges from doing their 
sums on their fingers. I recall the severely plain notation of a 
tribe of Australian aboriginals with whom I once associated: 
nitcha, one; barcoola, two; barcoola-nitcha, three; barcoola- 
barcoola, four; and all beyond four wasyentimarra, and it might 
be five or a countless host, five to them being quite as countless.l 
We find nothing philologically out of gear in the once popular 
lyric 

"bang-bang the loud nine-pounders go." 

It is in a cycle of speech evolution ages past our Samoan as a 
primordial speech, yet the English is a throw-back to the primal 
principle of a BB duplication to indicate the more than one. Any 
person who has ever enjoyed, even temporarily, the noisy prerog- 
ative of honorific artillery can certify that salutes are always odd. 
Few can recall out of hand to just what odd number of guns a 
Civil Lord of the Admiralty is by law entitled. The repetition in 
bang-bang is not the additive repetition of the Australian's 
barcoola-barcoola, it is indicative of a general plural, two bangs 
stand for all the bangs that might fitly honor the coming of Sir 
Joseph Porter, K. C. B., to reproduce them all would not be true 

1 It is unintentional if I chance to have imposed a simplified spelling upon 
the blackfellows, who have none at all. I knew their puny speech only by 
ear and word of mouth. I have even forgotten their tribal name and all save 
that I met them in the back blocks behind the Northwest Bend of the Murray. 
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philology but rather a sample of the artificiality of the college 
yell. We may take this English example into the Samoan with- 
out any difficulty: pa is to explode, to be discharged, expressive 
of the sound of a gun or of thunder; its plural is expressed by 
the duplication form pfdpa. Without pursuing this plural sense 
through all the iteration phases in which it appears, and as has 
already been noticed it is the only sense which runs through all 
the forms, we shall find the examination of the preduplication 
form tatanu sufficiently illustrative. This is a plural of tanu "to 
make a downward motion to spread one thing over another in 
order to cover it", in effect"to bury".1 We note that for the 
present we must use the term plural, but it is a Samoan plural. 
We may have a plural with a singular subject, we may have a 
plural subject with a singular verb, examples of the confusion which 
attaches to every attempt to rule a monosyllabic tongue by the 
categories of the grammar of inflection. In anticipation of a more 
extended review of plurality in the Samoan I may state here that 
the more-than-one concept exists independently of subject. In- 
deed a better appreciation of it is indicated by Tregear in his 
dictionary of the Mangarevan when he speaks of "plural of the 
object", yet even that is more specious than real. Most rational 
of all it is to regard the plurality as an unconditioned attribute of 
the verb itself, independent of so-called subject, not much more 
governed by what passes for object save in so far as a logical 
association inheres in each. This BBC preduplication tatanu, 
then, gives us the more-than-one sense of tanu. In the reference 
just cited we have shown that tanu is a composition of ta "to be 
the making of a movement away from the agent and generally 
downward" and num "to spread one thing over another in order 
to cover it", the compound meaning showing the latter as a result 
of the action beginning in the former. Now in developing a 
plural of tanu the Samoan is properly regardful of that element 
of the word which is properly susceptible of plurality. He makes 
it plain that no amount of repetition can add a plural sense to the 
resultant covering out of sight, but the element which indicates 
the action whereby the condition of being out of sight results is 
susceptible of repetition, therefore of a plural. Accordingly he 
duplicates ta to form a plural in the composite tanu just as he uses 
tata for the plural of the same word in its independent existence. 
From this comprehension of the diverse nature of the two parts 

'American Journal of Philology XXVII 383. 
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of the stem the BBC tatanu gives yet another proof of the reduci- 
bility of dissyllabic stems to monosyllabic roots. 

Frequentative iteration.-(Refer to 7 and 23.) Appreciating 
that the plural sense inheres in the attributive word unconditioned 
by the number of the subject or of the object it is easy to see 
that the frequentative is a plural phase of iteration, to the plural 
with which is associated the multitude of subject or object it 
stands in the relation of abstract to concrete. In final statement 
it is the manifestation of pure plural. As such the presence of 
this phase which so definitely establishes the free existence of 

plurality in the verb nucleus of the attributive and not, as it has 
become with us ("a verb agrees with its subject in number") a 
mere concord of a dependent relation, will be found of great value 
in the study of the first manifestation and later development of 
the category of grammatical number at this early stage of speech 
evolution. 

Intensive iteration.-(Refer to 3, 9, 13, 20, 22, 26.) It is not a 

long step to take to pass from the idea of a repeated action to the 
idea of a greater degree of such action. The intelligence of an 

early type of man may leave much to be desired in regard of the 

logical and reasoning faculties, but his powers of observation are 

certainly acute. It has not escaped him that the constant drip- 
ping wears away the rock, and in such an instance the eye that 
follows drop by drop forms the concept of frequentative or plural 
iteration, but the eye that looks upon the stone and sees the result 

just as surely and naturally reaches the concept of intensive 
iteration. This is a higher intellectuality; not a very great de- 

gree of the logical faculty is involved in the advance, but in 

discussing the living record of a primordial speech we may 
properly expect none other than elementary steps of intellectual 
advance. The intensive connotation of repetition has persisted 
unchanged to our most modern speech. "Haste, haste, post, 
haste" was a common enough admonition on the face of letters 
before government assumed the administration of postal affairs; 
and the intensive connotation of the duplication was so strong 
that it has survived the loss even of the form of duplication in our 
" post-haste". In urgent imperative with us a telling monosyllable 
is more often than not duplicated, "go! go!", "quick! quick!"; 
the duplication is not marred by the insertion of a brief word of 

hortatory value such as is seen in "come, oh come!", or even a 
small verb as in "hurry, do hurry!" Since a principle so ele- 
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mental is still vivid in a late analytic speech it is not to be 
wondered at that it is a living agency in an early isolating 
speech. 

Diminutive iteration.-(Refer to 5, 8, i6, 27.) This iteration 

phase seems quite as frequent in the Samoan as the plural phases, 
yet it is hard to reconcile the parallel existence of two employ- 
ments of the same device so different in object. I confess myself 
unable to comprehend the psychology through which the same 
machinery is used to express the diminutive and the intensive, to 
blow hot and cold. Comparison with our English use, which in 
other phases has established such agreeable confirmation, here 
proves misleading. At first glance we see many of our English 
duplication forms as diminutives, but on closer examination the 
conditions are seen to be so diverse as to render valueless any 
inference from the analytic to the isolating. We must realize 
that our own frequent duplication diminutives are diminutive not 
by reason of their duplication, but through the way in which they 
are used, that the diminutive connotation is not in the form but 
in the manner, that it is altogether external and not internal. 
The English iteration diminutives are found in or have persisted 
from the baby talk, the puny speech through which infancy 
acquires language. If the vocables of the nursery are all diminu- 
tives, part of this is due to the specific use of the diminutive to 
express affection; this is noted to recur at a later seasonal relapse 
to the instincts of unreasoning brain when the barbarism typified 
by " oos ickle ducky is oo ? " serves as an eminently satisfactory 
speech to one, or at most two, even though mawkish to all others 
except such as see a certain philological interest in identifying 
therein a return to type. In the iteration diminutives of baby 
talk there is a more or less conscious effort on the part of the 
grown up to scale things down to the measure of this most recent 
fellow citizen, it is the fathom fostering the ellwand. Such is by 
no means the external condition under which the iteration 
diminutives find employment in Samoan. The diminutive sense 
is internal and not exterior, it lies in the form itself as differen- 
tiating the derived word from its principal. The diminutives run 
through the whole range of the speech, they are words of the 
adult in his formal allocutions upon the town green as well as 
addressed to the children at home. It is to be said in addition 
that the Samoan, for all his tenderness toward children, has not 
recognized the necessity of crumbling his speech for their com- 
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prehension. It has been my pleasure to enjoy abundant oppor- 
tunity of studying the inner life of the island home, yet my note 
books disclose no record of baby talk. It may well be that a 

speech of monosyllables needs no reduction, certainly none is 

convenient, and therefore each such underlying monosyllabic 
unit is as easy for the child brain to grasp and to hold as it is for 
the adult intelligence to employ. 

We have seen how easily the intensive iteration is shown to be 
an extension of the plural. In the same way we may derive the 
formative iteration by extension from the intensive. Thus, with 
a few exceptions for which we still find it difficult to account, all 
our iteration forms reduce in the last analysis to signs of plurality 
of action and of the diminutive, two sets of meaning which in the 

present state of our knowledge do not harmonize readily as 
effluents from a common source. 

Similarly, in beginning a systematic classification of the itera- 
tion phases, there has been a temporary value in describing 
variants under such terms as preduplication, subduplication, in- 

duplication and conduplication. But we have seen that these 

phases, manifest only in stems beyond the monosyllable, amount 
to nothing more than simple duplication of the active member of 
the composition forms. 

Thus in mechanism and function, in form and use, we return to 

the most simple and elemental principles, and this is as it should 
be. Monosyllabism, a convenient illustration rather than fit 

designation of isolating speech, is at the very beginning of the 

effort to shape sound into speech. Its methods must be of the 

simplest, for the intellectual development of its users has a long 
course to run before it can appreciate the purpose of such a 

delicate instrumentality as the grammatical system of inflected 

speech. 
It may now be asked why duplication largely does not extend 

beyond the dissyllabic stem. 
A duplicated polysyllable is possible, but the increment is 

always under the tendency to break off by sheer force of gravity, 
for the spirit of the language is scantily cordial toward mere 

length of words or involved piecing together of ideas. Yet the 

principle remains operative and acquires an interesting special 
use. A repeated word, that is to say a polysyllabic duplication, 
adds great emphasis, as is shown in e fa'avavau fa'avavau lava 

the equivalent of our similar "forever and ever". In such a 
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phrase as vevela vevela ma'alili "hot hot cold" the Samoan 
idiomatically conveys the sense that after continued warmth 
comes the cold. The absence of connectives or of verb para- 
deictics which Samoan syntax commonly prescribes is sufficient 
evidence that these locutions are felt to be duplication just as are 
pi'iipi'i and tusilusi. 

I count myself fortunate that so much of my illustration from 
Samoan sources it has been possible to parallel with English 
usage, for the infant of the highly organized community stands 
for a brief space in his evolution on the general plane of the infant 
community. The English which I have so appreciatively cited is 
not the English of the rhetoricians, little of it has found lodgment 
in our dictionaries, but it is English none the less. It bears to 
our literary style some such relation as the Latinity of Plautus 
bears to that of Tully's philosophical essays. It is the best Eng- 
lish we could have for comparison with the Samoan, for it is the folk 
speech and not ruled by canons of dainty taste, but under the sway 
of more elemental laws of construction, laws which, operative in 
only a crude and unfashionable portion of our English, we find to 
be the basic laws for the creation of Samoan words. It is because 
of the recognition of the fact that the law is one for the folk Eng- 
lish and for the Samoan, which is all a folk speech, that I have 
drawn so cordially upon this source of the less dignified English. 
If argument were necessary to show that this English baby talk 
is not a mere survival a modern instance occurs, one which shows 
us a new draft from the ancient storehouse of word-creating 
activity, one of peculiar interest to our present inquiry because 
the new vocable is set forth upon its career of activity by the 
instinct vitality of the form alone with no connotation of sense 
whatever. Not long ago a song swept this land, swept over seas 
to every remotest land where the English tongue is used. It 
owed its hearing to the sensuous charm of the loose-jointed syn- 
copation of its African melody, but once heard it owed its life to 
one new word and to that word only because it was, in the terms 
of this study, a duplication. "Just because she made them 
googoo eyes"-that was what won the verdict before the popular 
Areopagus of a public that has and exerts the power of the pollice 
verso to damn or to reward. A googoo eye-up to that time 
of sudden vogue a googoo was a thing or a quality unknown to 
our English. It seems to argue a primitive, a goo, yet such a 
thing had never been heard. Where many a more important 
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candidate for our speech has failed this meaningless dissyllable 
burst into life. Thus has come to us the googoo eye, savage 
and barbaric in essence, senseless yet bursting with significance, 
the popular triumph of duplication, a throw-back, a plebeian 
reversion to type. 

Toward the better comprehension of this type these studies of 
duplication have been addressed. 

WILLIAM CHURCHILL. 
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